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Writing Made Simple: Lesson 12 Activation
Peer Editing

What Is Peer Editing?

Peer editing is important to the quality of your work because it's the first layer of outside opinion

you'll receive on your manuscript. It's always important to have fresh eyes read through your work to

ensure that any holes are filled and errors are caught.

As the writer, you are so close to your work that it's easy to miss important details about your story.

Often, this familiarity causes your brain to automatically fill in the missing gaps as you read since you

know your message inside and out. However, when you have a peer read your work, they won't have

the missing pieces stored up in their mind, so any gaps will stand out to them.

Ideally, you will have already lined up your peer editors as part of your writing plan. It's key that you

find individuals with varying levels of skill and points of view. This breaks up the level of work

placed on them, as well as insures each individual has a very focused lens.

Another benefit to having your book peer-edited is that it preps the manuscript for professional

editing. This can save you lots of time and expense if the manuscript is in better shape prior to going

to the hands of your publisher or professional editor.

The Different Lenses to Look for in Your Peer Editors:

1. Find someone who will read with a grammar lens.

2. Find someone who will read with the Big Picture in mind—the content lens.

3. Find someone who will read with a theological lens.

4. Find someone who will read as a type of your target audience.
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Pro Tips:

● You may have a person in your life who can offer a combination of a couple of these lenses.

● It can be challenging to find people willing to read through your entire manuscript, so, if you

can't find enough peers to laser focus on each of those items, then just do your best.

● Keep it simple, and make it very clear to them exactly how they're to read your work and

what the specific type of feedback is that you want.

● Do not use a peer editor for proofreading or grammar editing. No matter how good they are at

grammar, you are better off consistently using your own knowledge of grammar combined

with editing tools such as grammarly than having multiple people adding their own ideas to

the mix.

● Make sure that your peer editors track any changes they make to your manuscript. This option

is available in your writing software and should be used when anyone outside of your

publisher is handling your work.

● Only share a copy and not your master file.

Remember, you don't want it to be complicated. Keep it simple always, and just know that God's got

your back. Find as many people as you can that can give you that peer review and that peer edit, and

you'll be off to a great start.

Activity:

● If you haven’t already done so, line up potential peer editors for your book project.

● Contact them, and give them the basic timeline and scope of your project.

● Work out any additional details, such as compensation and deadlines.

● Become familiar with the tracked changes and commenting features of the writing program

you use.
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